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Throughout life, new neurons are added and old ones eliminated in the adult mouse olfactory bulb. Previous studies suggested that
olfactory experience controls the process by which new neurons are integrated into mature circuits. Here we report novel olfactory-
experience-dependent mechanisms of neuronal turnover. Using two-photon laser-scanning microscopy and sensory manipulations in
adult live mice, we found that the neuronal turnover was dynamically controlled by olfactory input in a neuronal subtype-specific
manner. Olfactory input enhanced this turnover, which was characterized by the reiterated use of the same positions in the glomeruli by
new neurons. Our results suggest that olfactory-experience-dependent modification of neuronal turnover confers structural plasticity
and stability on the olfactory bulb.

Introduction
Neurons are continuously added and eliminated, even in the ma-
ture brain, throughout life (Alvarez-Buylla and Lim, 2004; Lledo
et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2008). The mechanisms regulating this
neuronal turnover, which underlies the plasticity and stability of
the adult neural circuitry, are not fully understood, largely be-
cause of the difficulty of monitoring neurons over time in living
adult mammals.

The adult olfactory bulb (OB), a primary processing center for
odor information, provides a powerful model for resolving these
fundamental questions (Lledo and Saghatelyan, 2005; Lledo et al.,

2006). While the OB shows a highly organized laminar structure,
neurons within the OB are intensively replaced (Ninkovic et al.,
2007; Imayoshi et al., 2008). Olfactory interneurons are contin-
uously generated in the subventricular zone (SVZ) and migrate
into the OB, where they differentiate into the granule cells (GCs)
and periglomerular cells (PGCs) (Altman, 1969; Luskin, 1993;
Lois and Alvarez-Buylla, 1994), which are involved in the main-
tenance of the OB structure (Imayoshi et al., 2008) and various
olfactory functions (Gheusi et al., 2000; Mak et al., 2007; Breton-
Provencher et al., 2009; Moreno et al., 2009). Previous studies
suggested that the survival of these OB neurons depends on ol-
factory input (Petreanu and Alvarez-Buylla, 2002; Rochefort et
al., 2002; Yamaguchi and Mori, 2005). Recent progress using
two-photon laser-scanning microscopy (2PLSM) (Denk et al.,
1990) has led to the discovery of sensory-experience-dependent
synaptic changes involving dendritic spine dynamics in the adult
brain (Trachtenberg et al., 2002; Holtmaat et al., 2006; Livneh et
al., 2009; Yang et al., 2009). This imaging technique is also useful
for the turnover analysis of PGCs because of their location in the
surface layer of the OB (Mizrahi et al., 2006), providing a unique
model for examining the dynamics of added and eliminated neu-
rons simultaneously in vivo.

In this study, we investigated the mechanisms of PGC turn-
over directly in vivo, using a three-time-point 2PLSM imaging
technique. Our results clearly demonstrate that the dynamics
of neuronal addition and elimination are spatiotemporally
controlled in a neuronal-subtype-specific and olfactory-input-
dependent manner.
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Materials and Methods
Animals and BrdU labeling. For two-photon imaging, adult (P56 –P112)
male VGAT-Venus line #39 (Wang et al., 2009), GAD67-GFP (Tamamaki
et al., 2003), and TH-GFP (Sawamoto et al., 2001; Matsushita et al., 2002)
mice were used. In addition to these transgenic mice, adult (P56 –P62)
male wild-type (C57BL/6J, purchased from SLC) and TH-Cre;Rosa26R-
CFP (Srinivas et al., 2001; Gong et al., 2007) mice were used for immu-
nohistological studies. Mice were injected with bromodeoxyuridine
(BrdU, 50 mg/kg, Sigma) in PBS twice with a 2 h interval. Among the
transgenic mouse lines used in this study, there were no differences in the
neurogenesis (the production, migration, or survival of the progenitors
of olfactory interneurons) in the SVZ–OB or in the response to olfactory
manipulations (data not shown). All the experiments on live animals
were performed in accordance with the guidelines and regulations of
Nagoya City University and the National Institutes for Natural Sciences.

Thinned-skull surgery and two-photon imaging. In vivo two-photon
imaging of fluorescent-protein-labeled PGCs was performed as reported
previously (Mizrahi et al., 2006) with modifications. Mice were anesthe-
tized with an injection of a ketamine/xylazine mixture (130 mg/kg and 10
mg/kg, respectively) and the head was immobilized with ear bars on a
stereotactic stage. The skull over the OB was carefully thinned using a
high-speed drill (Fine Science Tools) and a surgical blade (BD Biosci-
ences) to a 20 –30 �m thickness under a stereomicroscope as previously
described (Wake et al., 2009). We confirmed that these procedures did
not cause detectable immune reactions during the experimental period,
as previously reported (Xu et al., 2007). For the second and third imaging
sessions, the skull over the OB was carefully rethinned with a surgical
blade to acquire high-resolution images. The body temperature of the
mouse was maintained 37°C using a heating pad throughout the surgery
and subsequent imaging (�2–3 h). After imaging, the scalp was sutured
immediately. The mice were returned to the home cage and individually
housed until the next imaging.

Venus� or GFP� PGCs were imaged under a custom-built two-
photon laser-scanning microscope and mode-locked laser system at 950
nm (Mai Tai HP, Spectra Physics) through a water-immersion objective
lens (25�, NA1.05) (Olympus). Scanning and image acquisition were
performed with Fluoview software (Olympus). The average power deliv-
ered to the brain was �30 mW. Image stacks (512 � 512 pixels, 0.33 �m
per pixel, 2 �m z-step size) were usually acquired from the pial surface to
a depth of 90 –150 �m. In the time-lapse imaging, the images of PGCs
were captured at 15 min intervals. In the three-time-point imaging at 4
week intervals, two to three different regions of the glomerular layer per
mouse were imaged for the analyses (VGAT-Venus mice, 41 regions [n �
17 animals]; GAD67-GFP mice, 10 regions [n � 5 animals]; TH-GFP
mice, 32 regions [n � 15 animals]). Same regions could be repeatedly
identified based on the blood vessel map of the dorsal surface of the OB
and the glomerular patterns.

Two-photon laser ablation. Targeted GFP� PGCs were magnified and
irradiated by a two-photon laser at 950 nm until the GFP could not be
detected (�30 –120 s). The average power delivered to the brain was 50
mW. A small number of PGCs (1– 4 cells per glomerulus) was eliminated
to study the fates of the resulting empty positions independently. Elimi-
nation of the targeted PGCs was confirmed by imaging these areas im-
mediately after the laser ablation and again 2–5 d later. To confirm the
complete ablation of these cells, “shadow imaging” (Kitamura et al.,
2008) was performed. Briefly, 2 d after the laser ablation, the skull over
the OB was partially removed, and 50 �l of 3 mM sulforhodamine 101
(SR101) (Sigma) was applied to the exposed region. Immediately after-
ward, images of the area were acquired, in which the SR101-positive
extracellular region and SR101-negative spherical areas (“shadows” of
cell bodies) clearly showed that the disappearance of GFP expression was
due to the elimination of cell bodies (100 � 0%, n � 5 animals), and not
to the laser bleaching of the GFP fluorescence.

Data analysis for two-photon imaging. The acquired raw images were
z-stacked and projected, using ImageJ software for analysis. Venus� or
GFP� PGCs in each imaging session were identified and numbered us-
ing both Fluoview z-stack movies and projected images. Mice from
which high-resolution images could be acquired throughout the experi-

mental period were used for the analyses. For the VGAT-Venus mice, the
number of identified PGCs was 1603 for the control, 727 for the occlu-
sion, and 1113 for the reopening (n � 8, 4, and 5 animals, respectively).
For the GAD67-GFP mice (n � 5 animals), 847 PGCs were identified. For
the TH-GFP mice, the number of identified PGCs was 737 for the con-
trol, 470 for the naris occlusion and reopening, 868 for the laser ablation,
and 344 for the laser ablation and naris occlusion (n � 3, 3, 5, and 4
animals, respectively). The PGCs identified in the repeated imaging ses-
sions were classified as “stable,” “added,” or “lost,” as reported previously
(Mizrahi et al., 2006). The populations of added and lost PGCs after 4
weeks are shown as the percentage relative to the total number of iden-
tified PGCs on day 0 (for analysis of days 0 –28) or day 28 (for analysis of
days 28 –56). For the analyses of the spatial characteristics of PGC turn-
over (see Figs. 2, 4), the territory of a lost PGC was defined as a spherical
region with a 5 �m radius from the center of a PGC that had been lost.
When a newly added PGC was located inside the territory of a lost PGC,
it was classified as a “replacement” cell. When it was located outside the
territory of a lost PGC, it was classified as a “random” cell. The frequency
of replacement cell addition is shown as the percentage relative to the
total number of added PGCs. When a position that had lost a PGC was
filled by new one, the position was classified as “filled.” Positions that had
lost a PGC but were not occupied by replacement cells were classified as
“unfilled.” The frequency of a position being “filled” is shown as the
percentage relative to the total number of the positions that had lost
PGCs.

Reversible olfactory deprivation. To regulate olfactory input reversibly,
naris occlusion plugs (Cummings et al., 1997) were used. These plugs
were made of polyethylene tubing (SP35, Natume), silk thread (4 – 0,
Akiyama), and a piece of Japanese female hair to be used as a pull string.
The length of the plug was adjusted to 6 mm. The mice were anesthetized
with an injection of sodium pentobarbital (60 mg/kg), and the plug was
coated with petroleum jelly and inserted into the left nasal cavity. To
reopen the naris, the plug was removed by pulling on the hair using
forceps under anesthesia.

Immunohistochemistry. Brains were fixed by transcardiac perfusion
with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, postfixed over-
night in the same fixative, and 50-�m-thick floating coronal sections
were prepared using a vibratome as reported previously (Sawamoto et al.,
2006; Kaneko et al., 2010). The sections were incubated for 40 min in 1%
H2O2 in PBS, 30 min in blocking solution (0.5% TNB (PerkinElmer) and
0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS), overnight at 4°C with the primary antibodies,
and 2 h at room temperature with biotin-, HRP-, Fluorescein-, or Alexa-
Fluor-conjugated secondary antibodies (1:500, Invitrogen) in the same
solution. The signals were amplified with biotin-conjugated antibodies
and the Vectastain Elite ABC kit (Vector Laboratories), and visualized
using the TSA Fluorescence Systems (PerkinElmer) or diaminobenzidine
tetrahydrochloride (DAB, Wako). In the case of BrdU staining, the sec-
tions were pretreated with 2N HCl for 40 min at 60°C before H2O2

incubation. The following primary antibodies were used: rat anti-BrdU
antibody, 1:100 (Abcam); mouse anti-calbindin (CB) monoclonal anti-
body (IgG), 1:3000 (Sigma); mouse anti-calretinin (CR) monoclonal
antibody (IgG), 1:3000 (Millipore Bioscience Research Reagents); rabbit
anti-cleaved caspase-3 antibody, 1:200 (Cell Signaling Technology); rat
anti-dopamine transporter (DAT) antibody, 1:100 (Abcam); goat anti-
doublecortin (Dcx) antibody, 1:100 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology); mouse
anti-glutamic acid decarboxylase 67 (GAD67) monoclonal antibody
(IgG), 1:800 (Millipore Bioscience Research Reagents); rabbit anti-GFP
antibody, 1:100 (MBL); chicken anti-GFP antibody, 1:100 (Aves Labs);
rabbit anti-Ki67 antibody, 1:500 (Novocastra); rabbit anti-Pax6 anti-
body, 1:400 (Covance); mouse anti-parvalbumin (PV) monoclonal an-
tibody (IgG), 1:2000 (Sigma); rabbit anti-single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
antibody, 1:1600 (Dako); and mouse anti-tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)
monoclonal antibody (IgG), 1:1600 (Millipore Bioscience Research Re-
agents). Nuclei were stained with Hoechst33342 (Sigma).

Quantification analysis. To characterize the PGCs, the colocalization of
the signals in the glomerular layer was confirmed by scanning at 1 �m
intervals. The scanning was performed using a confocal laser-scanning
microscope, LSM 710 or LSM5 Pascal (Carl Zeiss) with a water-
immersion objective lens (40�). The double-positive cells in the glomer-
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ular layer were counted. To quantify the CFP� and DAT� DAergic
PGCs in the TH-Cre;Rosa26R-CFP mice, the cells in the glomerular layer
were counted using a Stereo Investigator system (MBF Bioscience), be-
cause they were densely populated in the OB. For the quantification of
BrdU�, Ki67�, and ssDNA� cells, the images of these cells were ac-
quired using a fluorescence microscope, BX51 (Olympus), and a CCD
camera, DP71 (Olympus). In all the immunohistological analyses, the
actual number of cells in every sixth 50-�m-thick coronal section was
counted, and then the total number was estimated by multiplying the
sum of the counted cells by six.

Statistics. The data obtained in this study are presented as the mean �
SEM. Comparisons between two groups were analyzed by the paired t test,
unpaired t test, or the nonparametric Mann–Whitney U test. For compari-
sons among multiple groups, the data were analyzed by repeated-measure
ANOVA, followed by the post hoc Tukey–Kramer test or Scheffé’s F test.
Differences were regarded as statistically significant when p � 0.05.

Results
Olfactory input promotes the reiterated use of the same
positions in the glomeruli by new PGCs
To observe the turnover dynamics of the entire PGC population
under 2PLSM, we used adult VGAT-Venus mice, in which almost

all the PGCs are labeled with Venus under the vesicular GABA
transporter gene promoter (Wang et al., 2009) (Fig. 1A–C; Table
1). In the glomerular layer of the OB, 91.7 � 1.6% of BrdU�
newly added cells and 77.9 � 1.6% of ssDNA� apoptotic cells
expressed Venus (Fig. 1 D, E). By comparing the Venus� cell
bodies between two consecutive images (4 week intervals), the
PGCs were categorized as stable, added, or lost, as reported pre-
viously (Mizrahi et al., 2006) (Fig. 1F). The added and lost PGC
populations represented �6% and 4% of the total PGCs per
month, respectively, on days 0 –28 (Fig. 2D, control) and 28 –56
(Fig. 2E, control). Most (�90%) of the PGCs “lost” between the
days 28 and 56 were observed at the (newly unoccupied) posi-
tions on day 0 (Fig. 1F, day 0, pink arrowhead), indicating that
the missing cells represent the death of mature PGCs. On the
other hand, the rest (9.4 � 4.8%) of the vacant positions were
already vacant on day 0, which accounts for 0.28% (� 3.0% [lost
population on days 28–56, Fig. 2E, control] � 9.4%) of Venus�
PGCs, suggesting that these positions may be occupied tempo-
rarily by migrating cells or by immature cells that are eliminated
during the selection stage (Yamaguchi and Mori, 2005). To ex-

Figure 1. In vivo three-time-point 2PLSM imaging of PGC turnover in VGAT-Venus mice. A–C, Coronal sections of the olfactory glomerular layer in VGAT-Venus mice stained for PGC subtype-
specific markers TH, CB, and CR (red). All the TH� and CB� PGCs were labeled with Venus (A and B, respectively, green), whereas a small population of CR� PGCs was not labeled with Venus (C,
white arrows). See also Table 1. D, E, Detection of the addition (D) and apoptosis (E) of Venus� PGCs using immunohistochemistry. Mice were injected with BrdU to label neuronal progenitors. The
analysis was performed 28 d later, when the labeled cells had matured. Representative images of Venus-expressing BrdU� (D, red) and ssDNA� apoptotic (E, red) PGCs (D, E, green) are shown.
F, In vivo imaging of PGC turnover in VGAT-Venus mice under normal physiological conditions on days 0, 28, and 56. PGCs labeled with a pink arrow had disappeared (pink circles, lost population)
at the next imaging session. The PGC labeled with a pink arrowhead observed on day 0 had been lost on day 56 (pink circle). At the positions indicated by a yellow arrow, new added PGCs were
observed 28 d later (yellow circles, added population). The PGC labeled with a yellow arrowhead was identified on day 28 and still observed on day 56. PGCs stably observed throughout the
experimental period are numbered. Scale bars: A–C, 50 �m; D–F, 10 �m.

Table 1. Expression patterns of fluorescent proteins in the glomerular layer in transgenic mouse lines used in this study

Markers

VGAT-Venus TH-Cre;Rosa26R-CFP TH-GFP

Marker� �%	 Venus� �%	 Marker� �%	 CFP� �%	 Marker� �%	 GFP� �%	

TH 20.0 � 0.3 98.1 � 0.7 72.1 � 1.5 64.5 � 1.1 82.7 � 1.4 98.1 � 0.6
(n � 2120) (n � 432) (n � 1571) (n � 1762) (n � 804) (n � 676)

CB 15.0 � 0.3 98.9 � 0.2 0 � 0 0 � 0 0.27 � 0.1 0.57 � 0.3
(n � 2274) (n � 344) (n � 713) (n � 404) (n � 760) (n � 350)

CR 34.5 � 3.2 79.5 � 3.9 0.13 � 0.1 0.05 � 0.1 0 � 0 0 � 0
(n � 1142) (n � 495) (n � 763) (n � 1943) (n � 368) (n � 934)

GAD67 99.4 � 0.2 99.2 � 0.2 98.5 � 0.03 19.0 � 0.2 95.1 � 0.7 22.9 � 1.2
(n � 1166) (n � 1169) (n � 783) (n � 4055) (n � 362) (n � 1508)

The table shows the percentage of fluorescently-labeled PGCs that expressed TH, CB, CR, or the GABAergic neuron marker, GAD67 (Marker��%	) and the percentage of PGCs expressing each neuronal marker that also expressed a fluorescent
protein (Venus�, CFP�, or GFP� �%	). Both TH
/CFP � cells in TH-Cre;Rosa26R-CFP and TH
/GFP � cells in TH-GFP mice express Pax6 (100 � 0% and 95.7 � 0.8%, respectively), which is an early marker for DAergic PGC
differentiation (Hack et al., 2005; Kohwi et al., 2005; Haba et al., 2009), but not CB or CR, suggesting that they are immature DAergic PGCs. “n” indicates the number of cells (from three animals) analyzed here.
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amine the proportion of migrating cells in the “lost” population
in the glomerular layer, we stained OB sections with an anti-Dcx
antibody. Of the Dcx�/Venus� PGCs (2.0 � 0.2% of the Ve-
nus� PGCs), only 5.9% showed the bipolar, migratory morphol-
ogy, indicating that 0.12% (� 2.0% � 5.9%) of the Venus� PGCs
were migrating. Thus, these results indicate that 4% (� 9.4% �
(0.12% [migrating cells]/0.28% [migrating and eliminated im-
mature cells])) of the “lost” population could be accounted for by
migrating PGCs. Similar turnover rates were observed using an-
other PGC reporter line GAD67-GFP, which expresses GFP un-
der the GAD67 gene promoter (Tamamaki et al., 2003) (added

population on days 0 –28, 6.5 � 0.5%; lost population on days
0 –28, 4.7 � 0.7%; added population on days 28 –56, 7.1 � 1.2%;
lost population on days 28 –56, 4.1 � 0.7%; n � 5 animals). These
results showed that the turnover of GABAergic PGCs could be
observed by this imaging method.

To investigate the effects of olfactory experience on the dy-
namics of PGC turnover in live animals, we imaged the same
PGCs three times: before blocking the olfactory input with a nasal
occlusion plug (Cummings et al., 1997) (day 0), after 28 d of
occlusion (day 28), and again 28 d after the plug was removed
(day 56) (Fig. 2A–E). The naris reopening did not affect the dis-

Figure 2. Olfactory-input-dependent reiterated use of the same positions in the glomeruli by new PGCs. A, Experimental design. B, C, Representative in vivo images showing the patterns of PGC
addition after naris occlusion and reopening in VGAT-Venus mice. Sequential images on days 0, 28, and 56 clearly show the stable (numbered), lost (pink arrows and circles), and added (yellow arrows
and circles) PGCs in these areas. Note that the “replacement” cell (black asterisk, see F ) was observed only after naris reopening in these areas (C). The PGC labeled with a pink arrowhead in C had
been lost on day 56. D, Percentage of total identified PGCs that was added or lost during the 4 week naris occlusion (days 0 –28). Compared with the control group, in the 4 week naris occlusion group,
the population of added PGCs was significantly decreased, whereas that of the lost PGCs was increased (*p � 0.05, ***p � 0.000001). E, Percentage of total identified PGCs that was added or lost
after naris reopening (days 28 –56). Naris reopening significantly increased the population of added PGCs compared with the control and occlusion groups (***p � 0.0001). F, Classification of new
PGC additions and the positions that had lost PGCs. PGCs labeled with pink arrows were eliminated during the 4 week naris occlusion (B, C, F ). Of the newly added PGCs observed on day 56, the
replacement cells are labeled with a black asterisk. The “filled” positions on day 56 indicate positions where lost cells were replaced by new PGCs (black asterisk). The pink circles indicate the territory
of lost PGCs (B, C, F ). G, Quantification on day 56 of the replacement cell additions and the filled positions. The percentages of replacement cells and of filled positions were strikingly increased (*p �
0.05, ***p � 0.005) by naris reopening. Scale bars: 10 �m. The data are presented as the mean � SEM.
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tribution of BrdU-labeled cells in the SVZ, rostral migratory
stream (RMS), or core of the OB 1 h or 1 week after BrdU injec-
tion (Table 2), suggesting that the olfactory input did not affect
the production and migration of the progenitors of the olfactory
interneurons. Consistently, the naris occlusion significantly de-
creased the number of newly added PGCs (Fig. 2B–D) (n � 8
control, and n � 9 occlusion; unpaired t test) and transiently
increased the number of “lost” PGCs (Fig. 2B–E) (Mann–Whit-
ney U test). By reopening the naris after 4 weeks of occlusion, the
“added” PGC population was increased by two and three times,
respectively, over the added population in the control and occlu-
sion animals (Fig. 2B,C,E) (n � 8 control, n � 4 occlusion, and
n � 5 reopening; repeated-measure ANOVA followed by Schef-
fé’s F test), which was consistent with our finding that naris re-
opening increased the number of BrdU-labeled cells in the
glomerular and granule cell layer 4 weeks after BrdU injection
(Table 2). These observations of PGC turnover in live animals
demonstrated that olfactory input increases the survival ratio of
PGCs.

Despite such an extensive cell turnover (Fig. 2B–E), the adult
OB continuously displays a highly regular pattern of glomeruli,
within which new PGCs are located in the superficial areas, sug-
gesting that an underlying mechanism controls the location of
the newly added PGCs. In the three-time-point imaging, the fates
of newly added PGCs and the positions that had lost PGCs, which
were both identified and recorded in the second session, could be
reexamined in the third session. Using this technique in combi-
nation with olfactory manipulation, we investigated whether po-
sitions that were previously occupied by PGCs would be occupied
by newly added ones. The naris was occluded for 4 weeks to
enhance the loss of PGCs (Fig. 2D). The “territory of a lost PGC”
was defined as a spherical region with a 5 �m radius from the
center of a lost PGC (Fig. 2B,C,F, pink circles). We classified the
observed new PGCs on day 56 into two groups: those added in
the territory of a lost PGC, thereby replacing a cell in a previously
occupied position (“replacement” cells) and those inserted else-
where in the glomerular layer (“random” cells) (Fig. 2F). We also
classified the positions that had lost PGCs on day 28 into two
groups: those filled by new PGCs on day 56 (“filled” positions)
and those not filled at this time point (“unfilled” positions) (Fig.
2F). Under normal physiological conditions, the percentage of
new “replacement” cells was 10.5 � 3.8%, and the percentage of

empty positions that became “filled” was 21.2 � 9.3%. Interest-
ingly, after the massive neuronal loss caused by the 4 week naris
occlusion, naris reopening strikingly increased the percentage of
added PGCs, classified according to the percentage of replace-
ment cells (Fig. 2B,C,G) (occlusion, 6.7 � 3.9%, n � 4 animals;
reopening, 29.8 � 3.2%, n � 5 animals; unpaired t test) and of
filled positions (Fig. 2B,C,G) (occlusion, 2.3 � 1.3%, n � 4 ani-
mals; reopening, 26.6 � 3.7%, n � 5 animals; Mann–Whitney U
test), indicating that olfactory input enhanced the reiterated use
of the same positions in glomeruli by new PGCs.

Olfactory input promotes survival of the DAergic subtype
of PGCs
PGCs consist of several chemically nonoverlapping subtypes, in-
cluding CB�, CR�, and TH� neurons (Kosaka and Kosaka,
2007), all of which make inhibitory synapses on olfactory sensory
neurons and projection neurons (mitral/tufted cells) inside the
glomeruli, to modulate olfactory stimulation. The majority of
adult-born PGCs are CR� and TH� (De Marchis et al., 2007;
Ninkovic et al., 2007). To compare the response of each PGC
subtype to changes in olfactory input, we examined olfactory-
input-manipulated mice at various time points (Fig. 3A). First, to
identify the subtype of PGCs whose apoptosis was promoted by
naris occlusion (Fig. 2D), we stained OB sections of wild-type
mice for ssDNA in combination with one of the PGC-subtype-
specific markers. TH expression in dopaminergic (DAergic)
PGCs was significantly decreased by the olfactory deprivation as
previously reported (Baker et al., 1993), but still detectable even
after 2 weeks of naris occlusion (data not shown). Significantly
increased apoptosis was observed in the TH� DAergic PGCs but
not in the CB� or CR� PGCs (Fig. 3B) (n � 3 animals; repeated-
measure ANOVA followed by Tukey–Kramer test), indicating
that the survival of the DAergic PGCs was particularly suscep-
tible to olfactory deprivation. The number of PV� interneu-
rons in the external plexiform layer, which lies next to the
glomerular layer, was not affected by the 4 week naris occlusion
(control, 11,680 � 1143 cells in the EPL; occlusion, 10,520 � 800
cells in the EPL; n � 3 animals; p � 0.05, paired t test). Second, to
identify the subtype of new PGCs whose survival was promoted
by naris reopening (Fig. 2E), the number of BrdU-labeled new
PGCs that expressed each PGC marker after naris reopening was
compared with that in the occlusion condition in wild-type mice.
Naris reopening significantly increased the number of TH�/
BrdU� new DAergic PGCs, but not of CB�/BrdU� or CR�/
BrdU� new PGCs (Fig. 3C) (n � 4 each for occlusion and
reopening; repeated-measures ANOVA followed by Tukey–
Kramer test). Although the increase in the number of TH� cells
partly reflects the increased TH expression induced by naris re-
opening, these results suggest that the turnover of TH� DAergic
PGCs but not of CB� or CR� PGCs is regulated by olfactory
experience.

To study the effects of olfactory manipulations on the survival
of DAergic PGCs, we needed to label these cells stably regardless
of their TH expression level. For this purpose, we used a genetic
marker carried by TH-Cre;Rosa26R-CFP mice to trace cells of the
DAergic lineage (Srinivas et al., 2001; Gong et al., 2007) (Fig.
3D–M, Table 1). In these mice, the mature DAergic PGCs con-
tinuously expressed CFP independent of TH promoter activity,
and the expression of CFP was not affected by olfactory manipu-
lations (Fig. 3H–K). On the other hand, it was possible that some
new DAergic PGCs arrived during olfactory deprivation that did
not express Cre until the naris was reopened. To test this possi-
bility, BrdU was injected before naris occlusion, and CFP expres-

Table 2. Distribution of BrdU � cells in the SVZ, RMS, and OB of the naris-occluded
and naris-reopened hemispheres

Time after BrdU
injection and
naris reopening

OB

RMS SVZGL EPL GCL

1 h
Control 130 � 19 94 � 8 366 � 30 1844 � 45 6920 � 355
Occlusion 96 � 12 64 � 13 322 � 11 1838 � 191 6830 � 237

1 week
Occlusion 644 � 132 228 � 28 5624 � 567 7226 � 187 2174 � 132
Reopening 586 � 88 212 � 7 7228 � 575 7870 � 375 2230 � 245

4 weeks
Occlusion 624 � 76 120 � 30 5558 � 400 50 � 12 77 � 17
Reopening 931 � 53* 89 � 8 7376 � 473* 45 � 10 84 � 11

After 4 week naris occlusion, mice were injected with BrdU and the nasal plug was removed. Number of BrdU� cells
in the SVZ, RMS, and three OB layers (GL, EPL, and GCL) was counted 1 h, 1 week, and 4 weeks after BrdU injection.
There was no significant difference in the number of BrdU� proliferating cells in each region between the naris-
occluded and control hemispheres (1 h). One week after BrdU injection, neuronal progenitors in the SVZ and RMS
that had incorporated BrdU migrated toward the OB, resulting in a wide distribution of BrdU � cells along the
SVZ–OB pathway. Naris reopening did not affect the distribution of BrdU � cells in the SVZ–OB (1 week). Four
weeks after BrdU injection, we quantified the surviving BrdU� cells in the GCL and GL layers of the OB. Naris
reopening increased the number of BrdU� cells in these layers (4 weeks, n � 4 animals in each condition; *p �
0.05, unpaired t test).
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sion was analyzed in the BrdU-labeled cells before and after naris
reopening. Reopening the naris did not affect the survival of these
BrdU� cells in the glomerular layer, nor did it alter the percent-
age of CFP� PGCs in the BrdU� cells (day 28, 7.1 � 1.1%, n �
4 animals; day 56, 6.2 � 0.8%, n � 4 animals; p � 0.05, unpaired
t test), suggesting that these new DAergic PGCs expressed Cre
and CFP without olfactory input, probably due to the promoter
activity of the TH gene in the adult RMS, reported previously
(Saino-Saito et al., 2004).

Naris occlusion decreased the CFP-labeled (CFP�) DAergic
PGCs to 60% of baseline (Fig. 3H, I,L) (n � 3 animals; paired t
test), suggesting that the survival of DAergic PGCs is dependent
on the olfactory input. Consistent with this finding, naris occlu-
sion increased the cleaved caspase-3� apoptotic cell death of
CFP� PGCs (control, 3.0 � 3.0 cells in the GL; 2 week naris
occlusion, 16.0 � 2.0 cells in the GL; n � 3 animals; p � 0.039,
paired t test). On the other hand, the number of CFP� DAergic

PGCs was increased by naris reopening (Fig. 3J–L) (occlusion,
n � 3 animals; reopening, n � 4 animals; Mann–Whitney U test).
Consistently, on day 56, naris reopening significantly increased
the number of BrdU�/CFP� DAergic PGCs, which had incor-
porated BrdU on day 28 (occlusion, 18.7 � 3.5 cells in the GL,
n � 3 animals; reopening, 102.7 � 8.4 cells in the GL, n � 3
animals; p � 0.00076, unpaired t test).

Since all the DAergic PGCs were not labeled in the TH-Cre;
Rosa26R-CFP mice, the possibility remained that the turnover of
the TH�/CFP
 DAergic PGCs (35% of TH� DAergic PGCs) is
not regulated by olfactory input. To test this possibility, we
stained another marker for DAergic neurons, DAT, whose ex-
pression is not regulated by the TH gene promoter (Cave et al.,
2010) and is detectable in 40% of the TH�/CFP
 population.
The number of DAT� DAergic PGCs was significantly decreased
after a 4 week naris occlusion (Fig. 3M) (day 28; n � 3 animals;
paired t test) and increased to the control level 4 weeks after naris

Figure 3. Olfactory-input-dependent regulation on the survival of DAergic subtype of PGCs. A, Experimental design. Bold letters indicate the time points of the analyses shown in B, C, and H–M.
B, C, Apoptosis (B) and the addition (C) of PGCs of each subtype upon naris occlusion and reopening. Naris occlusion and reopening significantly increased the number of apoptotic (ssDNA�) and
newly added (BrdU�) TH� DAergic PGCs, respectively, but not CB� or CR� PGCs (***p � 0.000005). BrdU was injected on day 28 (C). D, Diagram of the Cre-mediated recombination in TH�
DAergic PGCs used in this study. E–G, Coronal sections of the olfactory glomerular layer in TH-Cre;Rosa26R-CFP mice stained for TH, CB, and CR (red). The majority of the CFP� PGCs (green) expressed
TH. Only a small number of TH-/CFP� PGCs and CFP-/TH� PGCs (white arrows and arrowheads, respectively) were observed (E). The CB� and CR� PGCs never expressed CFP (F and G,
respectively). See also Table 1. H–M, Olfactory-input-dependent dynamic alterations in the number of DAergic PGCs. Coronal sections of the olfactory glomerular layer in TH-Cre;Rosa26R-CFP mice
(H–K ) stained for GFP (green) and TH (red). The merged image (bottom right) shows that almost all the CFP� DAergic PGCs also expressed TH in the control OB (H ). Although the TH expression in
these cells was mostly abolished by naris occlusion (day 28, I and day 56, J, red), these cells could be clearly detected by their stable and continuous CFP expression (green). The number of CFP�
DAergic PGCs was significantly reduced by 4 week naris occlusion (L, day 28, **p � 0.01), and increased by naris reopening (L, day 56, ***p � 0.0005), to a level comparable to that of the control
OB (H ). The number of DAT� DAergic PGCs was also decreased by the 4 week naris occlusion (M, day 28, *p � 0.05) and increased by naris reopening (M, day 56, **p � 0.01). Scale bars: 50 �m.
The data are presented as the mean � SEM.
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reopening (Fig. 3M) (day 56; n � 3 each for occlusion and re-
opening; unpaired t test), similar to the results of the CFP�
DAergic PGCs (Fig. 3L). Together, these findings indicate that
turnover of DAergic PGCs is dynamically controlled by olfactory
experience in a subtype-specific manner.

Olfactory input recruits new DAergic PGCs into the positions
of functional DAergic PGCs eliminated by two-photon laser
ablation
To study the turnover dynamics of the TH� DAergic PGCs di-
rectly under 2PLSM, we used another transgenic mouse line,
TH-GFP, which expresses GFP under the TH gene promoter
(Sawamoto et al., 2001; Matsushita et al., 2002) (Fig. 4A–D, Table
1). There were no significant differences in the numbers of the
proliferating (Ki67�) and apoptotic (ssDNA�) cells in the SVZ,
RMS, or core of the OB between TH-GFP mice and VGAT-Venus
mice (data not shown). The turnover ratio of DAergic PGCs
(added population on days 0 –28, 12.6 � 1.4%; lost population
on days 0 –28, 8.9 � 0.8%; added population on days 28 –56,
11.1 � 0.9%; lost population on days 28 –56, 8.0 � 0.7%; n � 3
animals) was significantly higher than that of the entire set of
PGCs observed in the VGAT-Venus and GAD67-GFP mice
(Fig. 4 D, compared with Fig. 2 D, E), indicating that this sub-
type of PGCs is intensively replaced under normal physiolog-
ical conditions.

To investigate whether the empty positions were filled by new
neurons (Fig. 2F,G) after the death of a small number of DAergic
PGCs, the most actively cycling subtype (Figs. 3, 4D), we used in
vivo two-photon laser ablation (Davalos et al., 2005) (Fig. 4E–K).
The selective and complete elimination of the targeted PGCs
(1– 4 cells per glomerulus) was confirmed by “shadow imaging”
(Kitamura et al., 2008) (see Materials and Methods), which al-
lowed us to conclude that the disappearance of the GFP signal
reflected the elimination of cell bodies (100 � 0%; n � 5 animals)
and not transient bleaching (Fig. 4F). We found that these empty
positions induced by laser ablation were more frequently filled
with new PGCs than were the open spaces that occurred naturally
from cell death (Fig. 4E,G,K) (control [n � 3 animals] and laser
ablation [n � 5 animals], respectively; unpaired t test). While the
“stable” PGCs showed an unchanging dendritic pattern through-
out the experimental period (Mizrahi, 2007) (Fig. 4 I, J, cells 4 and
6), the new “replacing” DAergic PGCs extended their dendrites in
different directions from those of the previously eliminated ones
(Fig. 4 I, J, red and black asterisks) (100 � 0%; n � 5 animals).

We next performed the laser ablation of DAergic PGCs in
mice fitted with a nasal occlusion plug. In TH-GFP mice, the
expression of GFP as well as of TH was decreased after the 4 week
naris occlusion and increased 4 weeks after naris reopening.
However, by using a higher laser power, most (�99%) of the
GFP� DAergic PGCs identified on both day 0 (before the naris
occlusion) and day 56 (after the reopening) could also be ob-
served on day 28 (after the occlusion), indicating that even under
the olfactory-deprivation conditions, GFP� cell bodies have de-
tectable levels of fluorescence by 2PLSM (Fig. 4H, day 28). Next,
we examined whether the empty positions made by laser ablation
were filled by new DAergic PGCs after a 4 week naris occlu-
sion. We found that the naris occlusion significantly decreased
the frequency of PGC recruitment to these empty positions (Fig.
4H,K) (laser ablation [n � 5 animals] and laser ablation and
occlusion [n � 4 animals], respectively; Mann–Whitney U test).
Considering all of these results, we conclude that olfactory input
promotes the reiterated use of the same positions in glomeruli by
new DAergic PGCs.

Discussion
In this work, we studied the mechanisms of PGC turnover di-
rectly in vivo. The dynamics, subtype specificity, and spatial char-
acteristics of the added and lost PGCs observed in the live OB
demonstrate novel olfactory-input-dependent mechanisms of
neuronal replacement in the adult OB.

In our 2PLSM experiments, we observed the turnover dynam-
ics of the entire PGC population using several reporter mice, in
which almost all the PGCs were labeled. Although the reporter
mice expressed the fluorescent protein in some immature migra-
tory precursors in addition to mature neurons with stable pri-
mary dendrites (Fig. 4 I, J), only 4% of the “lost” population can
be accounted for by migrating PGCs; most (�90%) of the “lost”
cells represented mature PGCs that had died. In addition, 96% of
the “added” PGCs identified on day 28 were still present on day
56, suggesting that they matured in situ, and were not transient.

Based on the results obtained with VGAT-Venus mice, in
which almost all the PGCs are labeled, we determined that the
turnover ratio of PGCs is �10% per month (6% addition and 4%
loss), which is considerably higher than previously reported (3%
per month) (Mizrahi et al., 2006). This difference could be due to
the different labeling efficiencies of the reporter mice used in
these studies. Other studies using long-term genetic fate-
mapping of neural stem cells in the SVZ estimated that the per-
centage of neuronal addition in the glomerular layer is 3– 4% per
month (Lagace et al., 2007; Ninkovic et al., 2007). The slight
differences between these studies and ours might be attributable
to the amount of unlabeled Dcx� population and the lineage
characteristics (i.e., GCs vs PGCs) of GLAST� or Nestin� cells
in the SVZ. Despite the active addition of PGCs, the glomerular
structure and volume is stable during aging (Richard et al., 2010),
indicating that the balance between the addition and elimination
of the PGCs is regulated throughout the life span.

We found that the three PGC subtypes showed distinct re-
sponses to the olfactory experience (Figs. 2, 3). Recent studies
reported that naris occlusion reduces the number of newly gen-
erated TH� DAergic PGCs but not CB� or CR� PGCs (Bovetti
et al., 2009; Bastien-Dionne et al., 2010), suggesting that only
DAergic PGCs depend on olfactory input for their survival. How-
ever, since TH expression itself is dependent on olfactory input
(Baker et al., 1993), conventional TH-immunostaining did not
allow the counting of an accurate number of DAergic PGCs after
naris occlusion/reopening. Using genetic tracing of the DAergic
lineage in the TH-Cre;Rosa26R-CFP mice, we clearly demon-
strated that the survival of DAergic PGCs is decreased by naris
occlusion and recovered by the reopening. Since dopamine,
which is secreted by DAergic PGCs, is involved in the presynaptic
inhibition of olfactory sensory neurons (Hsia et al., 1999), it is
possible that the olfactory-input-regulated turnover of DAergic
PGCs modulates the strength of olfactory stimuli transmitted to
the higher olfactory center.

In addition to the plastic aspect of glomerular circuits revealed
by the dynamics of the olfactory-experience-dependent turnover
of DAergic PGCs (Figs. 2, 3), this study has demonstrated a
mechanism that contributes to their structural stability (Figs. 2,
4). Using in vivo three-time-point imaging, we found that olfac-
tory input promotes the reiterated use of the same positions in
the glomeruli by new PGCs (Fig. 2G). Moreover, the positions
that had lost functional DAergic PGCs by in vivo two-photon
laser ablation recruited the same subtype in an olfactory-input-
dependent manner (Fig. 4K). The naris occlusion condition in
the laser-ablation experiment might have affected not only the
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replacement events for the ablated positions but also the popula-
tions of lost and replaced cells. However, since the empty posi-
tions created by naris occlusion captured few newcomers (Fig.
2G), it is unlikely that their presence affected the analysis of the

filled laser-ablated positions. Although the added cell population
was decreased by naris occlusion, this decrease alone does not
explain the drastic reduction in the percentage of filled laser-
ablated positions (Fig. 4K). Based on these results, we conclude

Figure 4. Olfactory-input-dependent recruitment of new DAergic PGCs into the positions of functional DAergic PGCs eliminated by laser ablation. A–C, GFP-expression pattern in the olfactory
glomerular layer of TH-GFP mice. Coronal sections of the glomerular layer were stained for TH, CB, and CR (A–C, red). All of the TH� PGCs (A), but none of the CB� or CR� PGCs (B and C,
respectively) were labeled with GFP (green). A portion of the GFP� PGCs did not express TH (A, white arrows). See also Table 1. D, In vivo repeated imaging of GFP� PGCs in TH-GFP mice. Sequential
images on days 0, 28, and 56 clearly show the stable (numbered), lost (pink arrows and circles), and added (yellow arrows and circles) PGCs in this area. E, Classification of the positions that had lost
PGCs by laser ablation. PGCs labeled with a red asterisk were eliminated by laser ablation (E–J ). Positions filled by new PGCs on day 28 are indicated by a black asterisk (E, G, J ). F–H, Representative
in vivo images showing the positions that had lost PGCs by laser ablation in TH-GFP mice. There was no SR101-negative “shadow” (white dashed circle) at the site of the ablated PGCs (F ). Note that
positions filled by new PGCs (black asterisks) were observed in the ablation group (G) but not in the ablation and occlusion group (H ) in these areas (day 28). Single optical sections and their z-stack
projection images of two PGCs in G are shown in I and J. I, J, Analysis of the dendrites of the eliminated DAergic PGCs and the newly added ones at the same positions. Series of single optical sections
at 2 �m intervals (�m: z-axis distance from the center of the PGC) and z-stack projection images showed that the eliminated and new DAergic PGCs extended their primary dendrites in distinct
directions (Z-stack Projection, black shadows). In contrast, PGCs observed to be stable (cell 4 and 6) did not change their dendritic direction throughout the imaging period. The yellow open
arrowheads indicate the primary dendrites of targeted DAergic PGCs. K, Quantification of the positions filled by new PGCs on day 28. The percentage of filled positions in the ablation group (red) was
significantly greater than in the control group (white) (*p � 0.05), and the increase was suppressed by a 4 week naris occlusion (black) (*p � 0.05). The pink circles indicate the territory of lost PGCs
(D–H ). Numbers in F–J indicate PGCs that were consistently observed throughout the experimental period. Scale bars: A–C, 50 �m, D, F–H, 10 �m; I, J, 5 �m. The data are presented as the
mean � SEM.
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that new PGCs are recruited into empty positions in an olfactory-
input-dependent manner.

We found that neuronal addition in the adult OB was regu-
lated spatiotemporally by olfactory input. However, the molecu-
lar mechanisms of this turnover pattern remain to be elucidated.
It is possible that astrocytes, microglia, pericytes, and/or vascular
endothelial cells surrounding the positions to be filled by new
neurons release attractive factors that recruit new PGCs. Alterna-
tively, newcomers arriving at the empty positions by chance may
continuously receive neurotrophic factors from the surrounding
cells that promote their survival. In addition, the electrical activ-
ities of neighboring PGCs, which are directly affected by olfactory
input, may support the survival of new PGCs. Understanding
whether the PGCs added at the empty positions are recruited as
part of a targeting mechanism or arrive stochastically will provide
new insights into the processes controlling neuronal turnover in
the adult brain.

It has been reported that new PGCs extend stable primary
dendrites (Mizrahi, 2007). The directions of the primary den-
drites of the “replacing” new DAergic PGCs were different from
those of the eliminated ones (Fig. 4 I, J), suggesting that the
activity-dependent reiterated use of positions for added DAergic
PGCs could contribute to the maintenance of the cellular com-
position, but not of the dendritic field. Because the spherical
glomerular structure shows robustness throughout the life span
(Richard et al., 2010), our finding could represent a mechanism
to maintain structural stability in the adult brain by adding new
neurons (Prosser et al., 2007; Imayoshi et al., 2008). Under phys-
iological conditions, most of the new PGCs were added indepen-
dently of the positions that had lost PGCs. In addition to the
synaptic turnover and movement of dendritic tips (Mizrahi,
2007; Livneh et al., 2009), the PGC addition pattern in the glom-
eruli could be plastic. In conclusion, this study suggests that the
olfactory-input-dependent mechanisms of PGC turnover con-
trol the balance between the structural plasticity and stability of
glomeruli, thereby enabling active remodeling of the neuronal
circuitry and maintenance of the glomerular structure, depend-
ing on the olfactory input.
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